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A signal transmission line and its characteristics were analyzed in detail for a beam-current mon-
itor (CM) for long-pulsed electron beams. The monitor was based on a conventional current trans-
former, which comprised an induction coil wound around a ferrite core. The signal transmission and
noise generation mechanism were analyzed by theoretical models based on balanced and unbalanced
coaxial transmission circuits to effectively reduce noises superimposed on the beam-current signal
waveform. The results of numerical analyses based on the theoretical models were in good agreement
with those of an experiment for verification. It was found that the noise signals were generated by
a high-power klystron operation and they were mode-transformed on the way to the transmission
line. These results show that the locations of the grounded points in the transmission line were im-
portant. Based on a symmetrically configured three-line circuit theory, a new highly symmetrically
configured coaxial transmission line is proposed to effectively suppress noises generated in CM. This
report describes in detail the numerical and experimental analysis of a signal transmission line with
coaxial cables for CM where the noise generation mechanism and its reduction technique are deeply
involved.
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I. INTRODUCTION11

Noise generation is often a troublesome problem in accelerator complexes since it is generally difficult to find12

the origin of the noise and its propagation route. Efficient noise suppression is essential to maintain a high signal13

quality during signal detection and transmission in beam instrumentation devices, particularly near pulsed devices,14

for example, high-power klystrons and fast kickers.15

Pioneering works by K. Sato et al. showed that power supplies and magnets of the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator16

in Chiba (HIMAC) twin synchrotrons could successfully provide very-low noise [1], which was essential for high17

accelerator performance. This noise reduction technique is based on a symmetrically configured three-line circuit18

theory, in which two lines supply electric power to magnets by adding another ground line. This technique was19

successfully applied to similar power supply systems to magnets of the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex20

(J-PARC) [2]. H. Toki et al. reviewed a new practice of noise reduction from a point of view of the historical21

development [3]. They established the validity of the practice of noise reduction based on a new circuit theory of22

multiconductor transmission lines. The circuit theory is not restricted to power supply systems and it can be applied23

to any devices in wide areas of accelerator complexes.24

A beam-current monitor (CM) is an instrumentation device used to nondestructively measure beam currents that25

is widely used in linear accelerators (linacs). In general, the beam currents for long-pulsed electron beams with a26

pulse width of ∼ 1 µs can be measured by using a CM with an induction coil having multiple turns wound around a27

toroidal ferrite core [4]. Such a CM is called a core monitor and also a current transformer.28

The Slow Positron Facility (SPF) of the Institute of Materials and Structure Science (IMSS) at KEK, equipped with29

a compact electron linac, provides high intensity, pulsed slow positron beams. These beams are used for research in30

solid state physics, atomic and molecular physics. In the SPF linac the beam currents are nondestructively monitored31

by three conventional CMs in linac operation. The first and second CMs are existing monitors. On the other hand,32

the third CM has been newly installed, and it was manufactured similarly to the existing CMs. However, the signal33

waveform of the third CM was significantly affected by noises, while the signal waveforms of the existing CMs were34

not significantly influenced. This mysterious phenomena motivated the author to carry out an in-depth investigation35

of the signal propagation and noise generation mechanism for the CMs.36
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In this report, the signal propagation of the CMs are analyzed by numerical simulations with an equivalent-circuit37

model with three transmission lines on the basis of fundamental signal-transmission-line theory. The equivalent-38

circuit model was experimentally verified with a multiport vector network analyzer. An essential difference was found39

between the existing and new CMs, which suggests where the grounded points should be located in the transmission40

line. This difference significantly influenced noise generation for the CMs. A noise generation mechanism is also41

considered from a physical point of view based on a symmetrically configured three-line circuit theory. Finally, a new42

scheme to effectively reduce noises is proposed.43

A. Beam-current measurement with CM44

1. Fundamental operation principle45

Figure 1 shows a schematic layout of the Slow Positron Facility of the IMSS at KEK [5].46

FIG. 1. Schematic layout of the Slow Positron Facility of the IMSS at KEK; KL: klystron, P.B.: pre-buncher, ACC.: accelerator
structure, PRM: profile monitor, GV: gate valve, HV: high voltage station.

47

48

A multi-bunch electron beam is generated by a pre-injector comprising a pre-buncher (P.B.) and a buncher. A49

conventional thermionic electron gun (GUN) can generate a beam charge of more than 350 nC/pulse with a pulse50

width of ∼ 1 µs (long-pulse mode) at a maximum repetition rate of 50 Hz. The electron beam can be stably51

accelerated up to an energy of 55 MeV from the outlet of the pre-injector to a slow-positron-production target52

through an accelerator structure (ACC.). The slow positrons are generated by the primary electron beam impinging53

on a 4-mm-thick tantalum target (Target). The average beam power of the primary electron beam is 600 W at 50 Hz.54

The intensity of the slow positrons has been increased up to 5× 107/s in a long-pulse mode [5].55

The electron beam currents are monitored using three CMs along the linac beam line. The three CMs were installed56

at different locations along the linac. Two of the CMs (the first CM (CM1) and second CM (CM2)) are existing57

monitors. CM1 was installed at the exit of electron gun, and CM2 was installed immediately after the accelerator58

structure. On the other hand, CM3 has been newly installed immediately before the slow-positron-production target59

to precisely measure the beam current at the target position. The CM3 was manufactured similarly to the existing60

CMs. A RG-223 coaxial cable (∼ 15 m) with a double braided shield for the signal transmission line of CM3 was61

used, while similar coaxial cables (∼ 20 m) with a double braided shield for the signal transmission line of CM1 and62

CM2 were used. The signal waveforms of the CMs are measured with a digital oscilloscope in the time domain.63

A schematic drawing of the operation principle in a beam-current measurement with a CM is shown in Fig. 2.64

When a charged particle beam passes through a ceramic gap mounted in a vacuum pipe, the magnetic self-field of6566
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FIG. 2. Signal pickup principle in the beam-current measurement with the CM.

the beam leaks through the ceramic gap to the atmosphere, the intensity of the magnetic field can be measured67

with an induction coil, and currents can be induced in the coil by electromagnetic induction. An induced current Io68

is proportional to the beam current Ib, and the current can be converted to an output voltage Vo using a suitable69

terminator R0. The intensity and waveform of the output voltage are easily measured with a commercially available70

oscilloscope. A calibration coefficient is obtained by measuring the voltage response of the CM per unit beam current.71

The electromagnetic interaction between the beam and induction coil is equivalent to that in a one-to-N -turn72

transformer (N : winding number). On the basis of such an equivalent transformer circuit, the CM amplifies a voltage73

N -fold, while it amplifies the current 1/N -fold. This is the fundamental operation principle of the CM. Qualitative74

discussion and details have been reported elsewhere [6].75

2. Mechanical structure76

Drawings of the mechanical structure of the CM are shown in Fig. 3. The CM comprises an induction coil wound77
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FIG. 3. Mechanical drawings of the CM: (a) side view and (b) front view.
78

79

25 turns around a Mn–Zn toroidal ferrite core with a relative permeability of µr =12000 [7] in the frequency range80

of ≲ 30 kHz 1, which is installed in an aluminum case with an outer diameter of 112 mm. The inductance of the81

induction coil is L1 ∼16 mH. The CM can be directly mounted and fixed on a vacuum pipe with a ceramic gap of82

outer diameter 45 mm without breaking the vacuum because the core and case are divided into two parts (see Fig. 383

(b)).84

The ends of the induction coil wound around the upper half of the core are connected to a center conductor and the85

ground of a BNC receptacle, with a polyimide film inserted between the plate of the BNC receptacle and the CM case86

1 The roll-off frequency of the magnetic permeability of the ferrite core is ∼ 30 kHz, and in the frequency range of ≳ 30 kHz, the relative
permeability can be parametrized by µr = 4.1× 108f−0.96 [7], where the unit of frequency is Hz.
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to prevent the electrical connection between them2 (see Fig. 3 (a)). A one-turn coil is wound around the lower half of87

the core with an internal terminator (R = 50 Ω) connected in series, and the ends of the one-turn coil are connected88

to a center conductor and the ground of another BNC receptacle, with a polyimide film similarly inserted between89

them (see Fig. 3 (a)). This BNC receptacle is used to provide a test pulse input for calibration in the beam-current90

measurement.91

FIG. 4. Photograph of the CM divided into two halves, for which the right-hand side is one part for a test pulse input and the
left-hand side is another part for the output of the CM.

92

93

The two-part core is strongly depressed on the inside of the CM by two springs in the upper and lower directions,94

and the divided surfaces of the core are placed in close contact with each other and fixed using fixing jigs by tightening95

bolts at four locations of the case to minimize magnetic-field leakage (see Fig. 4). The output signal of the CM can96

be extracted from the BNC receptacle without any terminators, whereas a test signal can be input to another BNC97

receptacle.98

II. EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS FOR SIGNAL TRANSMISSION LINE OF CM99

A. Equivalent circuits100

The equivalent circuits for the signal transmission line of the CM are shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5 (a) shows a101

FIG. 5. (a) Schematic of equivalent circuit used in the beam-current measurement with a CM, and (b) equivalent circuit in the
signal transmission line analysis with a signal generator.

102

103

schematic of the equivalent circuit used in the beam-current measurement with one-to-N -turn transformer, and Fig. 5104

2 Ceramic screw bolts are used to fix and insulate the plate of the BNC receptacle to the CM case, while metallic screw bolts are used to
fix it to the CM case and allow conduction. Thus, material difference of screw bolts allows to change the electrical connection state of
the plate of the BNC receptacle to the CM case.
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(b) shows a similar equivalent circuit, in which the transformer is replaced by an equivalent signal generator taking105

into account inductive characteristics as a function of frequency. The inductive characteristics of the transformer can106

be described by a coupling coefficient between two inductive coils and frequency characteristics of the inductive coils.107

The coupling coefficient is related to the output voltage of the signal generator, and the frequency characteristics of108

the inductive coils are related to the frequency dependence in the output voltage. Thus, neglecting the effect of the109

coupling coefficient, the output voltage of the signal generator (VG(ω)) has frequency characteristic that is simply110

given by111

VG(ω) = AjωL1(ω)I0, (1)

where A, L1(ω), and jωL1(ω) are a proportional constant, the self-inductance, and impedance of the inductive coil,112

respectively, and I0 is the induced current. Although information on the coupling between the inductive coils may113

be lost when using this formulation, as long as only the signal transmission and noise generation characteristics are114

discussed, it is sufficient to describe an effective equivalent circuit for the CM. The signal from the generator is sent115

through a coaxial cable with a length of ∼ 15 m to an oscilloscope. The signal waveform and voltage height can be116

measured with an internal terminator (R0 = 50 Ω).117

Only one input channel of the oscilloscope is connected to a CM with a coaxial cable for signal transmission. The118

oscilloscope is also connected to a power supply of AC 100 V with a power cable through a single-phase, three-wire119

system, and no other cables are connected to the oscilloscope. Note that in spite of no additional cable connection,120

the ground of the oscilloscope is electrically connected to the ground of a distribution board of power supply through121

one end of the power cable. Thus, the grounds for the input channels and chassis of the oscilloscope are electrically122

connected to that of the power supply (PS Gnd.). Therefore, part of the induced current of the signal is returned to123

PS Gnd., although most of it is returned to the generator through the outer conductor of the coaxial cable.124

B. Grounded points on transmission line125

A more detailed equivalent circuit of the CM is shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, another grounded point is shown126

FIG. 6. Detailed equivalent circuit taking into account another grounded point (Acc. Gnd.) on the signal generator side. There
are two connection states for Acc. Gnd. One end of the signal generator is connected (disconnected) to Acc Gnd., the state of
which corresponds to the on-state (off-state) of Acc Gnd.

127

128

on the signal generator side, while it is omitted in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 3, the ground of the BNC receptacle for129

the signal output is electrically insulated from the CM case by a polyimide film. On the contrary, when it is directly130

attached to the surface of the case or it is electrically connected to the CM case in another way (see footnote [2]),131

the ground of the BNC receptacle is conducted to the accelerator ground (Acc Gnd.) through the CM case, which is132

also one of the grounded points in the signal transmission line along with PS Gnd. on the load side. Note that it is133

not clear whether the grounded potential of Acc Gnd. is equal to that of PS Gnd. owing to the unknown impedances134

between them. Acc Gnd. is introduced in this way to distinguish it from PS Gnd.135

III. EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS FOR SIGNAL-TRANSMISSION-LINE ANALYSIS136

A. Equivalent-circuit model137

The detailed equivalent-circuit model with lumped constant circuit elements used in the signal-transmission-line138

analysis taking into account another grounded line is shown in Fig. 7.139140
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FIG. 7. Equivalent-circuit model with lumped constant circuit elements in the signal-transmission-line analysis taking into
account another grounded line (Gnd. Line). Two different propagation modes (d and c modes) are also schematically drawn
(see text for details).

Corresponding to Fig. 6, in this model, the signal generators, e1 and e2, and the internal load impedances, Z1 and141

Z2, are located at z = 0 on the left-hand side of the transmission line. The signal is sent to external load impedances,142

Z4 and Z5, through a coaxial cable, which comprises two lines, Line 1 for the center conductor and Line 2 for the143

outer conductor. The voltage signal between the transmission lines is measured by a device located at z = l on the144

external load side.145

Here, Gnd. Line is a common grounded line to the two lines, which is another line connected between ACC Gnd.146

and PS Gnd. through the earth ground. The Gnd. Line impedances, Z3 and Z6, are located on the generator and147

external load sides, respectively. The voltages of the signal generators (e1, e2), the internal load impedances (Z1 and148

Z2), the external load impedances (Z4 and Z5), and the Gnd. Line impedances (Z3 and Z6) are located as lumped149

constant circuit elements for convenience in the signal transmission analysis, taking into account their geometrically150

symmetric configuration. These are defined as variable parameters in the analysis. In this model, Gnd. Line is151

connected to the midpoints in both the generators and external loads.152

Corresponding to the actual transmission line as shown in Fig. 6, these parameters are described by e1 = VG(ω),153

e2 = 0, Z1 = Z2 = 0, Z4 = 50 Ω, and Z5 = 0. It should also be taken into account that one end of the signal generator154

is grounded (not grounded) to Acc Gnd., which is simply called the on-state (off-state) of Acc Gnd. In the on-state155

(off-state) of Acc Gnd., the Gnd. Line impedances are described by Z3 = 0 (Z3 = +∞), while Z6 = 0 if there are no156

extra impedances on Gnd. Line.157

Here, it is important to consider the relation between Acc Gnd. and PS Gnd. in the transmission line (see Fig. 6).158

In the on-state, Acc Gnd. conducts directly to the ground of the measurement device, PS Gnd., through the outer159

conductor line of the coaxial cable. On the other hand, in the off-state for Acc Gnd., one end of the signal generator160

is floated to both Acc Gnd. and PS Gnd. In this state, Acc Gnd. does not conduct directly to PS Gnd. However, this161

state does not mean that Gnd. Line is disconnected from Acc Gnd. and PS Gnd. That is, Gnd. Line is electrically162

connected between Acc Gnd. and PS Gnd. through finite impedances (see Fig. 7). The connection route is from163

Acc Gnd. to PS Gnd. through the ground of the high-power klystron (Kly Gnd., see also Fig. 1). Also note that164

the Gnd. Line impedances are located as lumped constant circuit elements on both the generator and external load165

sides, Z3 and Z6, respectively, for convenience in this model, although in an actual transmission line they should be166

treated as distributed constant circuit elements. A generator e3 on Gnd. Line along the transmission line is virtually167

introduced to mainly induce noises superimposed on a beam signal. More detailed discussions on the role of the168

generator e3 are given in Section V.169

B. Theory of balanced and unbalanced signal transmission lines170

The fundamental signal-transmission-line theory based on balanced and unbalanced equivalent circuits has been171

reported elsewhere [8]. Qualitative discussion and details of the model based on the theory have also been reported [9].172

Here, the fundamental concept on balanced and unbalanced signal transmission lines is described, while the mathe-173

matical formulation is briefly summarized in Appendix to help the readers to understand the model construction in174

the signal-transmission-line analysis.175

As shown in Fig. 7, the signal transmission of CM is fundamentally implemented by using three lines including176

Gnd. Line. Such a transmission scheme is called a balanced transmission line, while a frequently used transmission177

scheme with two lines is called an unbalanced transmission line. The latter is also called a single-ended (SE ) trans-178

mission line in the field of high-speed digital circuits. In the SE transmission line, one line of the transmission line179
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is grounded, and voltages at one end are measured while the grounded potential of another end is fixed to V = 0.180

There is basically a single propagation mode in an unbalanced transmission line. On the other hand, two fundamental181

propagation modes are generated in a balanced transmission line. These modes are called differential (d) and common182

(c) modes [8]. In this theory, measured variables are mode voltages (Vd, Vc) and currents (Id, Ic), which are related to183

line voltages (V1, V2) and currents (I1, I2) as shown in Fig. 7 (see Appendix). There are four fundamental propagation184

schemes for these two modes, which are shown in Fig. 8.185

FIG. 8. Four fundamental propagation schemes for c and d modes in the signal transmission line with PS Gnd. at the load
and with the scheme depending on the state of Acc Gnd. at the generator. Left drawing of each (a)–(c) shows a common
fundamental propagation scheme (d-mode). On the other hand, right drawing of each (a)–(c) shows a different propagation
scheme (see Table I for details).

186

187

In the middle of each drawing, a signal detection system is set on the load side with external loads (load matrix188

ZL), which are connected to PS Gnd. On both sides, mode generators are set on the generator side with internal189

loads (load matrix ZG). The connection of one end of each mode generator to Acc Gnd. depends on each connection190

state to it. Here, edd and ecc are the d- and c-mode generators, respectively, and edc and ecd are the generators,191

which cause the c-to-d and d-to-c mode transformation, respectively. Zd and Zc are the mode impedances of each192

transmission line corresponding to the d and c modes, respectively (see Appendix for details).193

The d- and c-mode signals are originally generated at the generators, edd and ecc, respectively. The d- and c-mode194

are directly transmitted to the load, and a part of the c mode is transformed to the d mode at the load (see right195

drawing of Fig. 8 (a)), while the d-mode is transmitted to the load without a mode transformation (see left drawing196

of Fig. 8 (a)). The c-mode is transformed to the d-mode by edc on the generator side, and it is transmitted to the197

load without a mode transformation (see right drawing of Fig. 8 (b)). The d-mode is transformed to the c-mode by198

ecd on the generator side, and it is transmitted to the load after the c-to-d mode transformation at the load (see right199

drawing of Fig. 8 (c)). The d-mode generation scheme by edd on the generator side and its propagation scheme up to200

the load without any mode transformation is common to all three cases (see left drawings of Fig. 8 (a), (b) and (c)).201

Note that all these mode-dependent signal transmission schemes exist simultaneously in the signal transmission line.202

They are summarized in Table I.203204

Based on the fundamental signal-transmission-line theory, the generation of c mode is related to symmetry in205

connection with geometrical configuration for the circuit elements and generators. The generation conditions are206

briefly summarized as follows (see Appendix for details): on the generator side, (i) asymmetrically configured internal207

loads (Z1 ̸= Z2), which are related to the impedance matrix ZG, (ii) asymmetrically configured generators (e1 ̸= e2),208

(iii) existence of Gnd. Line impedance Z3, (iv) existence of an extra generator e3 on Gnd. Line. On the load side,209

(v) existence of Gnd. Line impedance Z6, (vi) asymmetrically configured external loads (Z4 ̸= Z5), which are related210

to the impedance matrix ZL. The mode transformation is caused by the impedance matrices, ZGdc and ZGcd at the211

generator, and ZLdc and ZLcd at the external load. ZGdc and ZLdc (ZGcd and ZLcd) induce the c → d (d → c) mode212
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TABLE I. Summary of the mode-dependent signal transmission schemes.

Scheme generator mode mode mode
at generator in coax. at load

(a)–(c) left edd d d d
(a) right ecc c c c → d
(b) right edc c → d d d
(c) right ecd d → c c c → d

transformation.213

C. Simulation analyses of transmission line with asymmetrically configured external loads214

Traveling waves delivered from a continuous-wave (CW) generator propagate up to the external load in the trans-215

mission line. On the other hand, reflected waves are generated at boundaries on the way to the load, where their216

impedance matching conditions are not satisfied. Thus, the traveling and reflected waves are superimposed in the217

transmission line. As a result, the synthesized waves form standing waves, which have characteristics that depend218

on the frequency of the CW generator and the location in the transmission line. The frequency response of the219

transmission line is an important characteristic for investigating the transmission line of the CM.220

Here, some results are given for simulation analyses based on the balanced and unbalanced transmission line221

models for the CM. The circuit element configuration for the transmission line model corresponds to that of the CMs222

actually installed at the SPF linac. The simulations were performed under the conditions of asymmetrically configured223

generators (e1 = VG(ω) [V ], e2 = 0), asymmetrically configured external loads (Z4 = 50 [Ω], Z5 = 0), and internal224

loads (Z1 = Z2 = 0). The other simulation conditions are summarized in Table II.225

TABLE II. Summary of the simulation conditions.

Case Acc Gnd. Gnd. Line Z [Ω]
I on-state Z3 = Z6 = 0
II off-state Z3 = +∞, Z6 = 0
III on-state Z3 = Z6 = (R+ jωL)/2,

R = 15 Ω, L = 0.33× 10−6 H
226

227

The simulation under the conditions of Case I reveals the characteristics in the fundamental transmission line of228

the CM with asymmetrically configured generators and external loads without Gnd. Line impedances, that is, the229

potential of Acc Gnd. is equal to that of PS Gnd. On the other hand, the simulation under the conditions of Case II230

reveals the characteristics in the fundamental transmission line of the CM with asymmetrically configured generators231

and external loads with infinite impedances for Gnd. Line, that is, Acc Gnd. is entirely disconnected from PS Gnd.232

The simulation under the conditions of Case III reveals the characteristics in the transmission line of the CM with233

asymmetrically configured generators and external loads with finite impedances for Gnd. Line.234

The simulation results for Case I are shown in Fig. 9. Figures 9 (a) and (b) show the amplitude and phase spectra of235

the d and c modes as a function of frequency, respectively. No distortions were observed in the characteristic spectra236

of both the amplitude and phase in both modes. However, the amplitude of the d mode is at most only ∼ 6 dB larger237

than that of the c mode without any effective c-mode suppression. The results show typical amplitude characteristics238

with a dip structure in the frequency spectra and phase characteristics without any distortions away from a linear239

curve. These are fundamental characteristics in a transmission line with two lines. The actually installed CM1 and240

CM2 correspond to Case I.241

Figures 10 (a) and (b) show the amplitude and phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency,242

respectively, for Case II. There are large distortions in both the amplitude and phase spectra in both modes. The243

amplitude of the d mode is larger than that of the c mode by the same amount as in Case I without any effective244

c-mode suppression. Although the only difference between the conditions of Cases I and II is the grounding to the245

state for Acc Gnd., this results in a great difference between the results. This is why the locations of the grounded246

points in the transmission line are important.247

Figures 11 (a) and (b) show the amplitude and phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency,248

respectively, for Case III. For this case there are also large distortions in both the amplitude and phase spectra in249

both modes, while the distortion patterns are significantly different from those of Case II. The amplitude of the c250

mode is less effectively suppressed than that of the d mode. There are differences between Cases II and III in terms251
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of the Gnd. Line impedances. In Case II, these impedances correspond to the conditions of Z3 = +∞, Z6 = 0.252

However, in Case III, they correspond to the conditions of Z3 = Z6 ̸= 0. The actually installed CM3 corresponds to253

Case III.3254

FIG. 9. Simulation results for Case I. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency.
The red and blue solid lines correspond to the results for the d and c modes, respectively. The cable length is fixed to l = 15 m.

FIG. 10. Simulation results for Case II. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency,
where the lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 9.

FIG. 11. Simulation results for Case III. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency,
where the lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 9.

3 The grounded line impedance was directly measured with a multimeter for the off-state (on-state) of Acc Gnd. in the actual transmission
line of the CM3 (CM1 and CM2). It was R = 15 (R ∼ 0) Ω, which was applied for simulations, while finite inductive impedances were
assumed.
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D. Simulation analyses of transmission line with symmetrically configured external loads255

Here, some results are given for simulation analyses based on the balanced and unbalanced transmission line models256

for the CM with symmetrically configured external loads. The simulation results are compared with results described in257

the experimental verification (see Section IV). The simulations were performed under the conditions of asymmetrically258

configured generators (e1 = VG(ω) [V ], e2 = 0), symmetrically configured external loads (Z4 = Z5 = 50 [Ω]), and259

internal loads (Z1 = Z2 = 0). The other simulation conditions are summarized in Table III.260

TABLE III. Summary of the simulation conditions.

Case Acc Gnd. Gnd. Line Z [Ω]
1 on-state Z3 = Z6 = 0
2 off-state Z3 = +∞, Z6 = 0
3 on-state Z3 = 0, Z6 = 15
4 off-state Z3 = +∞, Z6 = 15

261

262

The obtained simulation results (Figs. 12 –15) are described in Section IV along with those of the experimental263

verification.264

FIG. 12. Simulation results for Case 1. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency.
The red and blue solid lines correspond to the results for the d and c modes, respectively. The cable length is fixed to l = 15 m.

FIG. 13. Simulation results for Case 2. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency,
where the lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 12.
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FIG. 14. Simulation results for Case 3. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency,
where the lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 12.

FIG. 15. Simulation results for Case 4. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency,
where the lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 12.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION265

A. Experimental setup266

An experiment was designed and set up to study the propagation modes in the transmission line with the use of267

a multiport vector network analyzer (VNA, Agilent, PNA N5221A 10 MHz–1.3 GHz [10]), which can output a SE268

signal and input balanced signals with two ports. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 16. In the setup an rf signal269

FIG. 16. Experimental setup for principle verification with a balanced transmission line.
270
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271

is sent from port 1 (SE ) to the test input of the CM through an internal terminator of R = 50 Ω (see Fig. 3 (a)),272

and the SE signal of the CM is output to the balanced transmission line after transforming an unbalanced signal to273

a balanced signal using a coaxial-line-type balanced-unbalanced transformer (balun) (see Fig. 17 (a)). The balanced274

signal is input to the balanced ports, ports 2 and 3, with symmetrically configured terminators of R0 = 50 Ω.275

FIG. 17. (a) Photograph of the coaxial-line-type balun, and (b) enlarged view of the CM output connected to the transformer.

276

277

The grounded line of the coaxial-line-type transformer should be connected to the CM case for electrical conduction278

to the ground of the VNA. The on-state (off-state) for Acc Gnd. corresponds to the connection to (disconnection from)279

the ground of the VNA. This grounded line enables to form Gnd. Line. If impedances are inserted between one end280

of the outer conductor of the coaxial cable and the VNA, these impedances may work as the Gnd. Line impedance281

Z6. Thus, in such an experimental setup, the dependence of the mode propagation on the Gnd. Line impedances can282

be measured.283

The characteristic S-parameters, Sds21 and Scs21, are measured using such a multiport VNA [11]. Sds21 and Scs21284

are defined by S21 as the power ratio of the SE input to the d-mode and as the power ratio of the SE input to the285

c-mode, respectively, where S21 is defined by the S parameter with the usual meaning.286

B. Results287

The experiment was performed by using the balanced transmission line and measurement system with symmetrically288

configured loads of the multiport VNA, while the actual transmission line of the CM was based on an unbalanced289

transmission line and the measurement system with asymmetrically configured external loads.290

The experimental results of Case 1 with the on-state for Acc Gnd. are shown in Fig. 18; Figs. 18 (a) and (b) show291

the typical amplitude and phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency, respectively. No distortions292

were observed in the frequency spectra for both modes. However, the amplitude of the d mode is at most only293

∼ 5 dB larger than that of the c mode without any effective c-mode suppression, while the simulation reproduces the294

amplitude difference between the modes, the dip frequencies, and the phase characteristics (see also Fig. 12).295

The experimental results of Case 2 with the off-state for Acc Gnd. are shown in Fig. 19. No distortions were observed296

for the characteristic frequency spectra for the d mode. However, the amplitude of the c mode is effectively suppressed297

by ∼ 21 dB compared with that of the d mode in the frequency spectrum. Although the simulation reproduces well298

the dip frequencies and phase characteristics (see also Fig. 13), the suppression magnitude (> 80 dB) is larger than the299

experimental result. This may be due to the lower geometrically configured symmetry of the transmission line in the300

experiment. This means that higher suppression for the c mode can be implemented by ensuring higher geometrically301

configured symmetry of the transmission line.302

The experimental results of Case 3 with the on-state for Acc Gnd. and a resistive impedance (Z6 = 15 Ω) inserted303

into Gnd. Line are shown in Fig. 20. There are tiny distortions in the characteristic frequency spectra for both the d304

and c modes, although the amplitudes of both modes are similar in the frequency spectra. The simulation reproduces305

well the dip frequencies and phase characteristics (see also Fig. 14).306

The experimental results of Case 4 with the off-state for Acc Gnd. and a resistive impedance (Z6 = 15 Ω) inserted307

into Gnd. Line are shown in Fig. 21. No distortions were observed for the characteristic frequency spectra for the d308

mode, and the amplitude of the c mode is effectively suppressed by ∼ 21 dB in comparison with that of the d mode309

in the frequency spectra. Although the simulation reproduces the dip frequencies and phase characteristics (see also310
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Fig. 15), the suppression magnitude (> 80 dB) is larger than that of the experimental result. This may similarly be311

due to the lower geometrically configured symmetry of the transmission line in the experiment.312

FIG. 18. Experimental results for Case 1. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency.
The red and blue solid lines correspond to the results for the d and c modes, respectively. The cable length is l = 15 m, and
the Gnd. Line impedance is fixed to Z6 = 0.

FIG. 19. Experimental results for Case 2. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency,
where the lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 18.

FIG. 20. Experimental results for Case 3. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency,
where the lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 18. The Gnd. Line impedance is fixed to Z6 = 15 Ω.
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FIG. 21. Experimental results for Case 4. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase spectra of the d and c modes as a function of frequency,
where the lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 18. The Gnd. Line impedance is fixed to Z6 = 15 Ω.

V. NOISE GENERATION MECHANISM AND ITS SUPPRESSION TECHNIQUE313

The signal waveforms of CM1–CM3 measured with a digital oscilloscope for a long-pulsed electron beam in the time314

domain are shown in Fig. 22 (see also Fig. 1). Figures 22 (a) and (b) show those before and after implementing noise315

suppression for CM3, respectively, without any modification for CM1 and CM2. The signal pulse width is ∼ 1 µs316

50 mV/div

200 ns/div

CM2

CM1CM3

(a)

50 mV/div

200 ns/div

CM2

CM1CM3

(b)

FIG. 22. Signal waveforms of CM1–CM3 for a long-pulsed electron beam in the time domain (a) before and (b) after imple-
menting noise suppression only for CM3.

317

318

in full width at half maximum, and the typical beam charges are ∼ 347 and ∼ 225 nC/pulse for CM1 and CM2,319

respectively. There are large noises superimposed on the beam-current waveform of CM3. Figure 22 (a) was obtained320

under the conditions close to Case III with the on-state of CM3 and under those close to Case I with the on-state of321

CM1 and CM2 for Acc Gnd., while Fig. 22 (b) was obtained under those of Case I with the on-state of CM1, CM2322

and CM3 for Acc Gnd.323

The noise signal waveforms from the CM output without a beam in a high-power klystron operation are shown324

in Fig. 23. Figures 23 (a) and (b) show the waveforms before and after implementing noise suppression for CM3,325

respectively. The noise suppression involved switching the off-state to the on-state for Acc Gnd. of CM3. The noise326327

level of CM3 was clearly reduced about one-tenth. This suppression technique was effective, while the noise levels for328

CM1 and CM2 were originally small.329

The noise spectra in the frequency domain from the output without a beam in a high-power klystron operation330

are shown in Fig. 24 (a) for CM1 and in Fig. 24 (b) for CM3 after noise suppression. There are up to third-order331332

harmonics for CM1, and the amplitudes of the peaks in the spectrum are ∼ −28 dBm at 4 MHz, ∼ −35 dBm at333

11 MHz, and ∼ −50 dBm at 16 MHz. On the other hand, there are up to fourth-order harmonics for CM3, and the334

amplitudes of the peaks in the spectrum are ∼ −32 dBm at 4 MHz, ∼ −17 dBm at 11 MHz, ∼ −22 dBm at 16 MHz,335

and ∼ −30 dBm at 25 MHz. The amplitudes of the higher harmonics for CM1 are clearly smaller than those for CM3,336

and the peak amplitude of the second-order harmonics for CM1 is 20 dBm smaller than that of CM3. However, it is337

noteworthy that the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic for CM1 is ∼ 4 dBm larger than that of CM3.338
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200mV/div

400ns/div

(a)

CM3

CM1

CM2

CM3

50mV/div

400ns/div

(b)

FIG. 23. Noise signal waveforms from the output without a beam in a high-power klystron operation (a) before and (b) after
implementing noise suppression for CM3.

(a)

CM1

(b)

CM3

FIG. 24. Noise spectra in the frequency domain from the output without a beam in a high-power klystron operation: (a) for
CM1 and (b) for CM3 after implementing noise suppression.

Noise signals are generated in the high-power klystron operation without a beam. It is reasonable to speculate one339

possible noise-generation mechanism, in which the noises were generated by a virtual generator e3 on Gnd. Line along340

the transmission line (see Fig. 7) and the noise signal was superimposed on the beam signal. The noise suppression341

involved switching the off-state to the on-state of CM3 for Acc Gnd. This operation means that the grounded potential342

of Acc Gnd. for CM3 is equal to (different from) that of PS Gnd., which corresponds to the on-state for Acc Gnd.343

due to no extra (finite) impedances on Gnd. Line.344

In this noise-generation mechanism, the noise signal was generated as c mode in the transmission line if this345

speculation was correct, and the signal was detected with an oscilloscope based on d-mode detection. In this scheme,346

the noise signal has to be transformed from the c mode to the d mode on the way to the transmission line. This347

is a fundamental noise-generation mechanism in the transmission line of a CM, and however, it is not clear how the348

generator e3 is generated on Gnd. Line along the transmission line and what kinds of characteristic features it has.349

The author would like to make these issues a future task.350

VI. NEW SYMMETRICALLY CONFIGURED COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINE IN CM351

According to the previous discussion, the noise suppression technique is unsatisfactory because the geometrical352

element configuration for the transmission line remains asymmetrically and no c modes are sufficiently suppressed353

in the transmission line. Although no c-modes can be detected in the present measurement device, c modes may354

be easily transformed to d modes, and finally these transformed d modes are detected with a d-mode measurement355

device. It is essential to suppress noise generation by using a highly symmetrically configured transmission line, in356

which circuit elements are highly symmetrically located.357

The example of such a system configuration with two identical coaxial cables is shown in Fig. 25.358359
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FIG. 25. Highly symmetrically configured transmission line to effectively reduce noises in a CM.

The midpoint of the induction coil is regarded as a grounded point, from which the ground is symmetrically360

connected to the outer conductors of the coaxial transmission lines, where the characteristics of the two coaxial cables361

should be identical. On the other hand, the end of the induction coil is connected to each central conductor of362

the transmission line through a resistive terminator R0. Such resistive loads should be as symmetrically located as363

possible to perform impedance matching between the coaxial transmission line and the coil and along with highly364

symmetrically configured resistive external loads. The balanced signals from the coaxial transmission lines are input to365

a coaxial-type balun with terminators R0, which transforms the balanced signal to an unbalanced one. The unbalanced366

signal may be easily detected by conventional measurement device.367

VII. CONCLUSION368

The signal transmission and its characteristics were successfully analyzed in detail for a CM for long-pulsed electron369

beams of the compact electron linac at the Slow Positron Facility of Institute of Materials and Structure Science of370

KEK on the basis of balanced and unbalanced coaxial-transmission-line circuits. The noise generation and transmission371

mechanism were also reconsidered in order to effectively reduce noises superimposed on the beam-current signal from372

the CM. The obtained results using numerical analyses based on a theoretical model were in good agreement with373

those of an experiment for verification. It was found to be important where the grounded points should be located in374

the transmission line because of their strong effect on the quality of signal transmission and noise generation.375

A new coaxial transmission line using a coaxial-type balun with high symmetrical configuration is proposed to376

overcome many of the difficulties of the use of a conventional measurement device. The described technique is not377

restricted to beam instrumentation devices and it can be applied to any devices with multi-coaxial cables in wide378

areas of accelerator complexes. Such transmission line schemes may significantly contribute to stable operation of the379

linac.380
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Appendix: Signal-transmission-line theory based on balanced and unbalanced equivalent circuits400

As shown in Fig. 7, the relations between the line voltages (V1, V2) and the mode voltages (Vd, Vc) and between401

the line currents (I1, I2) and the mode currents (Id, Ic) are given on the basis of their matrix formalism by402 (
Vd(z)
Vc(z)

)
≡ (TV )

−1 ·
(
V1(z)
V2(z)

)
≡

(
1 −1
1/2 1/2

)(
V1(z)
V2(z)

)
, (A.1)(

Id(z)
Ic(z)

)
≡ (TI)

−1 ·
(
I1(z)
I2(z)

)
≡

(
1/2 −1/2
1 1

)(
I1(z)
I2(z)

)
, (A.2)

where TV and TI are the transformation matrices to the voltage and current, respectively, which are given as a403

function of the distance z in the transmission line from the reference point (z = 0) in the signal generator. Note that404

the measured variables are the mode voltages and currents in the balanced transmission line, although they can also405

be transformed to the line voltages and currents by using these transformation matrices.406

By introducing an impedance matrix at the signal generator, the mode voltages and currents are related to each407

other by Kirchhoff’s law as408 (
Vd(0)
Vc(0)

)
=

(
edd
ecc

)
− ZG ·

(
Id(0)
Ic(0)

)
, (A.3)

where the impedance matrix ZG is given by409

ZG ≡
(
ZGdd ZGdc

ZGcd ZGcc

)
=

(
Z1 + Z2 (Z1 − Z2)/2

(Z1 − Z2)/2 Z3 + (Z1 + Z2)/4

)
. (A.4)

Note that the open-end mode voltages at the generators, Vd(0) and Vc(0), cannot be determined at this stage because410

the external load impedances are not given. The generator matrices, edd and ecc, corresponding to the d and c modes,411

respectively, are given by412 (
edd
ecc

)
≡ (TV )

−1 ·
(

e1 + e3
−e2 + e3

)
=

(
e1 + e2

(e1 − e2)/2 + e3

)
. (A.5)

It can be easily found that the generation conditions of the c mode are summarized on the basis of eqs. (A.3)–(A.5)413

on the generator side as follows:414

(i) the matrix coefficients of the nondiagonal components of the impedance matrix ZG are not equal to zero, that415

is, Z1 ̸= Z2 (asymmetrically configured internal loads),416

(ii) the signal generators are asymmetrically configured, that is, e1 ̸= e2 (asymmetrically configured generators),417

(iii) there is an extra impedance on Gnd. Line on the generator side (existence of the Gnd. Line impedance Z3),418

(iv) there is an extra generator on Gnd. Line (existence of the third generator e3).419

In addition on the external load side, the generation conditions of the c mode are similarly summarized as follows420

(see the latter half of the discussion for details):421

(v) there is an extra impedance on Gnd. Line on the external load side (existence of the Gnd. Line impedance422

Z6),423

(vi) the matrix coefficients of the nondiagonal components of the impedance matrix ZL (see eq. (A.15)) are not424

equal to zero, that is, Z4 ̸= Z5 (asymmetrically configured external loads).425
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The mode transformation is generated by the nondiagonal components, ZGdc and ZGcd, of the impedance matrices.426

This means that ZGdc (ZGcd) induces the c → d (d → c) mode transformation. The mode transformations are427

described by428

edc = ZGdcIc(0), (A.6)

ecd = ZGcdId(0). (A.7)

The mode transformation is equivalent to the existence of virtual generators, edc and ecd, which cause the mode429

transformation, and these generators induce interference between the c and d modes.430

All these conditions are independent, and thus, if one of the conditions is satisfied, c mode may be generated in431

the transmission line. Note that conditions (i) and (ii) ((iii) and (iv)) on the generator side are related to c mode432

generation based on the d → c mode transformation (direct generation by the c mode generators and currents).433

Conditions (v) and (vi) are also similarly related to c mode generation on the external load side.434

The mode voltages (Vd(z), Vc(z)) and currents (Id(z), Ic(z)) propagate toward the external load, and they are435

described at location z in the transmission line as follows:436 (
Vd(z)
Id(z)

)
≡ Td ·

(
Vd(0)
Id(0)

)
, (A.8)(

Vc(z)
Ic(z)

)
≡ Tc ·

(
Vc(0)
Ic(0)

)
, (A.9)

where Td and Tc are the propagation matrices for the d and c modes, respectively, which are described by437

Td ≡
(

cos(βz) −jZd sin(βz)
−j sin(βz)/Zd cos(βz)

)
, (A.10)

Tc ≡
(

cos(βz) −jZc sin(βz)
−j sin(βz)/Zc cos(βz)

)
. (A.11)

Here, Zd and Zc are the mode impedances of each transmission line corresponding to the d and c modes, respectively,438

which are given by439 (
Zd

Zc

)
=

(
2v(L11 − L12)
v(L11 + L12)/2

)
, (A.12)

where L11 and L12 are the components of the inductance matrix of the transmission line and are respectively called440

the self- and mutual inductances, where the unit is H/m. v is the propagation velocity of the signal in the transmission441

line. The inductance matrix is defined by442

L ≡
(
L11 L12

L21 L22

)
=

(
L11 L12

L12 L11

)
. (A.13)

By assuming a coaxial cable (two identical coaxial cables) for the transmission line4, the relations L11 = L22 ̸= 0 and443

L12 = L21 = 0 are satisfied in an unbalanced (balanced) transmission line.444

A similar matrix operation is satisfied at the location z = l for an external load. The mode voltages, Vd(l) and445

Vc(l), and currents, Id(l) and Ic(l), are similarly given by introducing a load impedance matrix ZL as follows:446 (
Vd(l)
Vc(l)

)
= ZL ·

(
Id(l)
Ic(l)

)
, (A.14)

where ZL is given by447

ZL ≡
(
ZLdd ZLdc

ZLcd ZLcc

)
=

(
Z4 + Z5 (Z4 − Z5)/2

(Z4 − Z5)/2 Z6 + (Z4 + Z5)/4

)
. (A.15)

It is found that the mode transformation at the external load is generated by an asymmetric load configuration,448

Z4 ̸= Z5, under a similar principle, where this condition corresponds to (vi) in the generation conditions of the c449

mode. If there is an extra impedance Z6 on Gnd. Line, the c mode is directly generated on the external load by the450

c-mode current, where this condition corresponds to (v). Thus, the mode transformation is generated on both the451

4 Assuming the use of an RG-223 coaxial cable, L11 = L22 = 0.26 µH/m, v/c0 = 0.641, where c0 is the velocity of light.
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generator and external load sides, although part of the c mode originally generated at the generator may propagate452

up to a measurement system through external loads without any mode transformation.453

By reformulating eq. (A.3) and using the mode matrices, the generation equation of the mode matrices at the454

generator is again given by455 (
Vc(0)
Ic(0)

)
= ZG1 ·

(
edd
ecc

)
+ ZG2 ·

(
Vd(0)
Id(0)

)
, (A.16)

where ZG1 and ZG2 are the transformation matrices at the generator. On the other hand, the equations of the mode456

matrices at the external load are given by457 (
Vc(l)
Ic(l)

)
= Tc ·

(
Vc(0)
Ic(0)

)
= ZL1 ·

(
Vd(l)
Id(l)

)
, (A.17)

where ZL1 is the transformation matrix at the external load. Eq. (A.17) means that the c modes at the external load,458

that is, the c mode propagated from the generator and the c mode transformed at the external load by the mode459

transformation, are equal. Thus, the unknown parameters, the mode currents at the generator, Id(0) and Ic(0), can460

be obtained from eq. (A.17). Here, the introduced matrices are defined by461

ZG1 ≡ 1

ZGdc

(
−ZGcc ZGdc

1 0

)
, ZG2 ≡ 1

ZGdc

(
ZGcc Z2

G
−1 −ZGdd

)
, (A.18)

ZL1 ≡ 1

ZLdc

(
ZLcc −Z2

L
1 −ZLdd

)
, (A.19)

Z2
G ≡ ZGddZGcc − ZGdcZGcd, Z2

L ≡ ZLddZLcc − ZLdcZLcd. (A.20)

From the previous discussion, four schemes for the fundamental propagation modes are summarized as follows:462

(i) the d mode at the generator propagates up to the external load without a mode transformation (left drawings463

of Fig. 8 (a)–(c)),464

(ii) a part of the c mode is transformed to the d mode at the load (right drawing of Fig. 8 (a)),465

(iii) the c-mode is transformed to the d-mode by edc on the generator side, and it is transmitted to the load without466

a mode transformation (right drawing of Fig. 8 (b)),467

(iv) the d-mode is transformed to the c-mode by ecd on the generator side, and it is transmitted to the load after468

the c-to-d mode transformation at the load (right drawing of Fig. 8 (c)).469

Thus, each mode matrix can be described by470 (
Vc(l)
Ic(l)

)
= Tc ·

(
Vc(0)
Ic(0)

)
, (A.21)(

Vd(l)
Id(l)

)
= Td ·

(
Vd(0)
Id(0)

)
. (A.22)


